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Introduction

Introduction
Welcome to Teambuilding Challenges
Teambuilding Challenges continues the fun begun in Team Challenges. It is brim-full of interesting
and entertaining new challenges for teams, that require cooperation, imagination and fast thinking to accomplish. Teambuilding Challenges features over 200 new Team Warm-ups, 40 more challenges and suggestions for 10 ‘longer’ challenges - lots of ideas to get your teams laughing, bonding and bouncing great ideas around at light-speeds!

Who are Teambuilding Challenges for?
The challenges can be used by a wide variety of teams to enhance creativity, divergent thinking and teamwork. The challenges are best suited to teams of between four and seven members.
A team this size is big enough to benefit from the varied talents, strengths and ideas of members,
but still small enough to ensure that everyone is actively involved. However, Teambuilding Challenges are incredibly flexible and many can easily be adapted for larger or smaller groups in a wide
variety of circumstances.
In an educational setting, the challenges are ideal for enrichment, extension and team-building
purposes and for training students for competitions such as Tournament of the Minds, Odyssey of the Mind and Future Problem Solving. The challenges are not restricted to school situations however, they are also suitable for businesses, youth groups, summer camps, senior-citizens’
groups, drama groups and even sporting teams – anywhere where creativity and teamwork are
valued.

Why should I use Teambuilding Challenges?
The challenges are designed to be demanding but fun; to stimulate creativity and high-level
thinking skills and provide an opportunity to take risks in a supportive situation. Participating in
the challenges will help team members strike out of ordinary, predictable ways of thinking and
make creative leaps into fresh and unusual places.
The challenges are also designed to enhance cooperation. As in most real-life situations, solitary
genius is not sufficient – to be successful, teams will need to listen to everyone’s ideas and ensure
that everyone’s talents are being utilised.
The challenges require teams to produce lots of ideas quickly – this ability to brainstorm at supersonic speed often leads to real gems. As Linus Pauling said, ‘The best way to have a good idea is
to have lots of ideas.’
How the solutions and ideas are presented is important too. Many of the challenges require teams
to find imaginative ways to present their thoughts and inventions to the judges and so provide
practice in performance skills such as acting, dancing, singing and more.
The skills, teamwork and ways of thinking encountered in Teambuilding Challenges can flow into
and be of benefit to the everyday world of work, home, school and community.
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How are the challenges designed to be used?
The challenges are meant to be read aloud to the competing teams. A list of simple materials and
a score sheet for judges is provided with each challenge.
Most challenges take around ten minutes to complete but specific time limits and other restrictions are explained in each challenge. Rules, time limits, the ensuing tiny sense of panic and the
need to score points add to the fun of the challenge – imagine the lack of excitement in a football
game if the score or rules were not important. Restrictions and time limits also help keep teams
on task and ensure that each member’s skills and talents are utilised. One could spend all day
working on a problem, but it takes teamwork and clear thinking to achieve the same goal in ten
minutes.
The challenges are meant to be judged – warmly and encouragingly, of course, but still judged.
This aspect, like the restrictions, gives a sense of purpose to the endeavour. What exactly is being
judged and how to score points is explained clearly in each challenge. A premium is always placed
on teamwork.
Of course the challenges can be adapted to suit your own teams and purposes by altering the
restrictions, changing the subject to a topic studied in class, a major world event, your company’s
clientele, shared experiences or a particular competition.
The challenges are not intended to be watched by an audience, especially not an audience of
other teams that are about to tackle the same task. There may be a benefit, however, in very successful teams ‘performing’ their solutions after the event or the judges sharing what worked well
with all competing teams at the end of the competition. To help with this, the ‘comments’ section
of the score sheet provides a space for the judges to record general comments about each team’s
performance. Certainly there should be some feedback to teams about how they went.

A word about warming up
The challenges in this book are entertaining and enjoyable but do require teams to be able to
think and act quickly and creatively. These skills can be developed through training and practice.
The warm-ups that follow on pages 10–18 are activities designed to give teams practice in fast
and creative thinking as well as opportunities to develop teamwork and cooperation.
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The format of the challenges

The format of the challenges
What the symbols mean:
Below the title of each
challenge is a group of
symbols that indicate
what team strength the
challenge particularly
exercises. Teamwork is
vital in all.

Teamwork
Creativity

Title

General Knowledge
Strategic Thinking
Construction Skills
Language/writing skills

Materials needed
Performance Skills

Introduction

The task

The challenge –
to be read aloud
by the judges to
the team.

Restrictions that apply
Scoring
guidelines

The challenges should
be read to teams twice
Start those timers!
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Things are hotting up
Materials:
paper, pens, pencils, timer

The challenge:

Teamwork

Human beings have altered nature’s delicately balanced ‘greenhouse
effect’ and the world is getting warmer. Processes have begun that may
well prove impossible to stop and the best scientific minds of the moment
predict a wide variety of consequences for life on Earth.

Creativity

How will things be different in the future? Will there be winners as well as
losers? Will we learn from our mistakes? Will we be here at all?
General
knowledge

Language/
writing skills

Performance
skills

Your challenge is to predict what the consequences of global warming
will be for ordinary people in a hundred years time and act out a scene
from daily life that shows how things have changed.
You will have 10 minutes to discuss and prepare your dramatic
presentation. A warning will be given after 9 minutes.
At the end of 10 minutes you will have 2 minutes to act out the scene
and 2 minutes to explain your ideas to the judges to ensure they have
understood all your predictions.

You will be scored as follows:
Teamwork during preparation and presentation:

up to 30 points

Evidence of a good general understanding of the
possible consequences of global warming:
Creative, clever and original ideas:

up to 30 points
up to 30 points

Entertaining performance:

up to 10 points

Here is the challenge again. (Repeat challenge)
Your time starts now.
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Team

30 points

Understanding
of possible
Teamwork
consequences of
30 points global warming
30 points

Clever &
original ideas
10 points

Performance
Total out
of 100
Comments

Things are hotting up Scoresheet

Things are hotting up
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